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May 2019

New Fellows
Fellowship is an honor achieved by those recognized by their peers for personal integrity, superior competence in internal medicine, professional accomplishment, and demonstrated scholarship.

The Chapter recognizes and congratulates the following physicians who were elected to Fellowship in the College in the past 6 months:

Theresa A Donati, MD FACP
David R Conway, MD FACP
Michael R Williams, MD FACP
Elaine T Lam, MD FACP
Robert J Baron, MD FACP
Christine A Gieszl, MD FACP
Bryan C Gieszl, MD FACP
Noelle M Northcutt, MD FACP

New Members
We are proud to welcome the following members who have joined the Chapter during the past 6 months:

Aubrey Snyder
Jacob Weinstein
Denis Newman
Kara M Blaisdell
Rohindeep Singh
Mukanya Tchombela
Candice Song
Taylor Harp
Erik Christensen
Meghan Finke
Megan Kalata
DIANA CLABOTS
Graham Custar
Nikki Bloch
Sanaa F Ahmad
William Brandon
Jarod A Berggren
Julia Nyiro
Armela Makas
Eric W Marty
Saori L Haiso
Rebecca A Fuhlbrigge
Kris Simon
Eniola A Ogundipe
Andy V Troung
Armaan Yaseyyedi
Jeffrey L Zamarripa, MD
Shyamala Venkatram, MD
Joseph Douglas Johnson, MD
Amy Cacace, MD
Jaclyn Mohning, MD
Kinjal Shah
Joseph S Bush, MD
Aiman Rauf, DO
Bhavani Suryadevara
Isobelle Galeon, MD
Richard Vu, MD
Eric Chess, MD
Carrie Austin, MD
Kristin Mills, DO
Joshua Portnoy, MDCM
Marshall Miller, MD
David L Pinsinski, MD
Steven Hosack, DO
Sarah Tietz
Matthew Schmidt
Andrea E Stand, MD
Eric W Rudofker
Amanda Johnson
Otavia Teixeira Peixoto, MD
Samuel Porter
Manuel Urra, MD
Aubrey Arensdorf
Amanda Mika, DO
Sagarika Sinha, MD
Bradley Steffen, MD
Bree Smouse, MD
Meghan Althoff, MD PhD
Arthur Cabus Montenegro, MD
Karly Fischer, DO
Colt Williams, MD
Tomio Tran, MD
Matt Welzenbach, MD
Caitlin Winget, MD
Graham Block, MD
Urte Zableckas, MBBS
Robert Sturm, MD
Adam Ressler, MD